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God Moves In A Mysterious Way
His Wonders To Perform
Centering on the theme of mercy, John Paul II hopes
to underline this strongest attribute of God,
especially in the modern age. He continues his
discussion of world problems that was first began in
Redeemer of Man, teaching that love informed by
God's mercy is the only response to these situations.
He appeals to the world's population to turn to the
mercy of the Father, and to find in God's love a
refuge from the impersonal, technologically-driven
world we live in.
New York Times and USA Today Best Seller!
Discover the amazing secret of the ages...and the
mystery of your life! The Oracle will reveal the
mystery behind everything...the past, the present,
current events, even what is yet to come! Open the
seven doors of revelation—and prepare to be blown
away! Jonathan Cahn, author of the New York Times
best sellers The Harbinger, The Mystery of the
Shemitah, The Book of Mysteries, and The
Paradigm, now unveils The Oracle, in which he
opens up the Jubilean mysteries and a revelation so
big that it lies behind everything from the rise and fall
of nations and empires (even America), to the
current events of our day, to the future, to end-time
prophecy, and much more. Could an ancient
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prophecy and a mysterious ordinance given in a
Middle Eastern desert over three thousand years
ago be determining the events of our day? Could
some of the most famous people of modern history
and current events be secretly linked to this mysteryeven a modern president of the United States?
Could this ancient revelation pinpoint the events of
our times down to the year, month, and day of their
occurring? Could a mysterious phenomenon be
manifesting on the world stage on an exact timetable
determined from ancient times? Could these
manifestations have altered-and now be altering-the
course of world events? Jonathan Cahn takes the
reader on a journey to find the man called the
Oracle. One by one each of the Jubilean mysteries
will be revealed through the giving of a vision. The
Oracle will uncover the mysteries of The Stranger,
The Lost City, The Man With the Measuring Line,
The Land of Seven Wells, The Birds, The Number of
the End, The Man in the Black Robe, The Prophet's
Song, The Matrix of Years, The Day of the Lions,
The Awakening of the Dragon, and much more. The
reader will discover the ancient scrolls that contain
the appointed words that have determined the
course of world history from the onset of modern
times up to our day. The revelation is so big that it
will involve and open up the mysteries of everything
and everyone from Mark Twain to Moses, from King
Nebuchadnezzar to Donald Trump, from the fall of
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empires to the rise of America, from a mystery
hidden in a desert cave to another in an ancient
scroll, from the palace of the Persian Empire to the
US Senate, from the Summer of Love to the Code of
Babylon, and much, much more. Ultimately the
Oracle will reveal the secret that lies behind end-time
prophecy and the mystery of the end of the age. As
with The Harbinger and The Book of Mysteries,
Cahn reveals the mysteries through a narrative. A
traveler is given seven keys; each will open up one
of seven doors. Behind each door lies a stream of
mysteries. The reader will be taken on a journey of
angels and prophetic revelations waiting to be
discovered behind each of the seven doors-the
ancient secrets that lie behind the world-changing
events of modern times-and revelations of what is
yet to come. Hailed as a mind-blowing masterpiece,
The Oracle will reveal mysteries that are absolutely
real, amazing, stunning, mind-blowing, and lifechanging. Prepare to be blown away. Also Available
in Spanish ISBN-13: 978-1-62999-267-9 E-Book
ISBN: 978-1-62999-268-6
“Incredibly rich with wisdom and insight that will
leave the reader, whether single or married, feeling
uplifted.” —The Washington Times Based on the
acclaimed sermon series by New York Times
bestselling author Timothy Keller, this book shows
everyone—Christians, skeptics, singles, longtime
married couples, and those about to be engaged—the
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vision of what marriage should be according to the
Bible. Modern culture would have you believe that
everyone has a soul mate; that romance is the most
important part of a successful marriage; that your
spouse is there to help you realize your potential;
that marriage does not mean forever, but merely for
now; and that starting over after a divorce is the best
solution to seemingly intractable marriage issues.
But these modern-day assumptions are wrong.
Timothy Keller, with insights from Kathy, his wife of
thirty-seven years, shows marriage to be a glorious
relationship that is also misunderstood and
mysterious. The Meaning of Marriage offers
instruction on how to have a successful marriage,
and is essential reading for anyone who wants to
know God and love more deeply in this life.
Peopled by larger-than-life heroes and villains,
charged with towering questions of good and evil,
Atlas Shrugged is Ayn Rand’s magnum opus: a
philosophical revolution told in the form of an action
thriller—nominated as one of America’s best-loved
novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Who is
John Galt? When he says that he will stop the motor
of the world, is he a destroyer or a liberator? Why
does he have to fight his battles not against his
enemies but against those who need him most? Why
does he fight his hardest battle against the woman
he loves? You will know the answer to these
questions when you discover the reason behind the
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baffling events that play havoc with the lives of the
amazing men and women in this book. You will
discover why a productive genius becomes a
worthless playboy...why a great steel industrialist is
working for his own destruction...why a composer
gives up his career on the night of his triumph...why
a beautiful woman who runs a transcontinental
railroad falls in love with the man she has sworn to
kill. Atlas Shrugged, a modern classic and Rand’s
most extensive statement of Objectivism—her
groundbreaking philosophy—offers the reader the
spectacle of human greatness, depicted with all the
poetry and power of one of the twentieth century’s
leading artists.
Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants
nothing more than to live a quiet life with his wife and
stay out of trouble. Until he learns that she's been
killed in a terrible accident. Flying home for the
funeral, as a violent storm rocks the plane, a strange
man in the seat next to him introduces himself. The
man calls himself Mr. Wednesday, and he knows
more about Shadow than is possible. He warns
Shadow that a far bigger storm is coming. And from
that moment on, nothing will ever he the same...
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY
BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER
THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER
Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real
Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1 Library
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Reads Pick—October 2020 #1 Indie Next
Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020)
FINALIST—Book of The Month Club A “Best Of”
Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon
Editors * NPR * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar *
BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews *
Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily *
Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches
Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub *
The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News *
SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot *
Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of The
Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The
Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York Times
bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying
tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story
You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of
desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian
bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten
by everyone she meets. Thus begins the
extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and
continents, across history and art, as a young
woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark
on the world. But everything changes when, after
nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young
man in a hidden bookstore and he remembers her
name. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
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(DRM) applied.
Three brothers and their relations in 19th century
Russia provide the base for a sweeping epic
overview of human striving, folly and hope. First
published in 1880, The Brothers Karamazov is a
landmark work in every respect. Revolving around
shiftless father Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov are the
fates of his three sons, each of whom has fortunes
entwined with the others. The eldest son, Dimitri,
seeks an inheritance from his father and becomes
his rival in love. Ivan, the second son, is so at odds
with the world that he is driven near to madness,
while the youngest, Alexi, is a man of faith and a
natural optimist. These personalities are drawn out
and tested in a crucible of conflict and emotion as
the author forces upon them fundamental questions
of morality, faith, reason and responsibility. This
charged situation is pushed to its limit by the addition
of the unthinkable, murder and possible patricide.
Using shifting viewpoints and delving into the minds
of his characters, Dostoevsky adopted fresh
techniques to tell his wide-reaching story with power
and startling effectiveness. The Brothers Karamazov
remains one of the most respected and celebrated
novels in all literature and continues to reward
readers beyond expectation. With an eye-catching
new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript,
this edition of The Brothers Karamazov is both
modern and readable.
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"A masterpiece of contemporary Bible translation
and commentary."—Los Angeles Times Book Review,
Best Books of 1999 Acclaimed for its masterful new
translation and insightful commentary, The David
Story is a fresh, vivid rendition of one of the great
works in Western literature. Robert Alter's brilliant
translation gives us David, the beautiful, musical
hero who slays Goliath and, through his struggles
with Saul, advances to the kingship of Israel. But this
David is also fully human: an ambitious, calculating
man who navigates his life's course with a flawed
moral vision. The consequences for him, his family,
and his nation are tragic and bloody. Historical
personage and full-blooded imagining, David is the
creation of a literary artist comparable to the
Shakespeare of the history plays.
America's bestselling author and inspirational
columnist Catherine Galasso-Vigorito brings
practical Biblical advice and true, modern-day stories
to serve as illuminating encouragement in the face of
life's challenges. Filled with encouraging true stories,
rich Biblical passages, and pragmatic words of
wisdom, The Open Window provides workable
suggestions and concrete ways to help deal with the
challenges of life. This unique devotional offers
strengthening principles for difficult circumstances,
as well as stories of encouragement that reveal how
times of adversity can become windows of
opportunity--if we can see that a window is open.
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Featuring eight weeks of daily guidance, The Open
Window will show how, with faith and trust in God,
one can take focused steps to look beyond present
difficulties and find the Light that is shining inside. In
a captivating voice, Catherine Galasso-Vigorito
shares personal moments from her own life as
intimate examples of persistence. Recommended for
individual or group study.
Sex. Race. Scripture. Sovereignty. The book of Ruth
entails them all. So readers shouldn't be fooled by its
age, says Pastor John Piper. Though its events
happened over 3,000 years ago, the story holds
astounding relevance for Christians in the twentyfirst century. The sovereignty of God, the sexual
nature of humanity, and the gospel of God's mercy
for the undeserving-these massive realities never
change. And since God is still sovereign, and we are
male or female, and Jesus is alive and powerful, A
Sweet and Bitter Providence bears a message for
readers from all walks of life. But be warned, Piper
tells his audience: This ancient love affair between
Boaz and Ruth could be dangerous, inspiring all of
us to great risks in the cause of love.
A paradigm-shifting blend of science, religion, and
philosophy for the agnostic, spiritual-but-notreligious, and scientifically minded reader Many
people are fed up with the way traditional religion
alienates them, perpetuates conflict, vilifies science,
and undermines reason. Nancy Abrams—a
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philosopher of science, lawyer, and lifelong
atheist—is among them, but she has also found
freedom in imagining a higher power. In A God That
Could Be Real, Abrams explores a radically new way
of thinking about God. She dismantles several
common assumptions about God and shows why an
omniscient, omnipotent God that created the
universe and plans what happens is incompatible
with science—but that this doesn’t preclude a God
that can comfort and empower us. Moving away
from traditional arguments for God, Abrams finds
something worthy of the name “God” in the new
science of emergence: just as a complex ant hill
emerges from the collective behavior of individually
clueless ants, and just as the global economy
emerges from the interactions of billions of
individuals’ choices, God, she argues, is an
“emergent phenomenon” that arises from the
staggering complexity of humanity’s collective
aspirations and is in dialogue with every individual.
This God did not create the universe—it created the
meaning of the universe. It’s not universal—it’s
planetary. It can’t change the world, but it helps us
change the world. A God that could be real, Abrams
shows us, is what humanity needs to inspire us to
collectively cooperate to protect our warming planet
and create a long-term civilization.
No family today is more dysfunctional than Joseph's.
No one faces greated temptation than Potiphar's wife
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offered Joseph. No faith is challenged more severely
than was Joseph's on death row. Yet Joseph stood
firm, exemplifying what is possible when ordinary
people maintain their connections with God. Like an
epic novel filled with intrigue, tension, and torrential
emotions, Joseph's triumphiant story touches us all.
This third volume in Charles Swindoll's"Great Lives"
series presents a fresh look at one of the most
intriguing characters in the Old Testament and
focuses on the virtue of forgiveness in the face of
deceit and betrayal.
Evidence that God Moves in My LifeThe
unacknowledged and unappreciated influence of
God is wide-spread. Critics will argue that "You will
know it when God touches your life!" Yes, that is also
the case, but is it the sole or usual or the most
common way one is influenced by God?
If you have ever had the loss of a spouse, the loss of
a parent, moved to the other side of the continent
from family and friends or have had to go through
rehabilitation from broken bones, you will relate to
this book. Nancy has been through it all and has
come out of it loving the Lord and trusting in Him
more than ever before. Come travel through a
lifetime of love, travel, death and life after loss.
As part of Passions in Poetry, Ron Carnell provides
the full text of the poem entitled "God Moves in a
Mysterious Way." This poem was written by the
English poet William Cowper (1731-1800).
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Hymns of Grace
Many existing books discuss specific temple
ordinances, but the complete history of all temple
ordinances has never been included in a single
volume-until now. Author Jennifer Mackley
elucidates the doctrine's sixty-year progression from
Old Testament practices of washings and anointings
in the 1830s, to the endowment, sealings, and
priesthood adoptions in the 1840s, through all of the
vicarious ordinances for the dead in the 1870s, to
the sealing of multigenerational families in the 1890sall in a user-friendly reference work for members of
the LDS church and anyone else interested in its
history and development. Her narrative is enhanced
by 120 archival images (some previously
unpublished), as well as extensive footnotes and
citations for the reader's further study. The history of
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints'
temple doctrine begins in 1823, when Joseph Smith
is taught of the ancient prophet Elijah's mission to
"turn the hearts of the children to their fathers."
Following the restoration of the priesthood in 1829
and Elijah's return to confer priesthood keys in 1836,
temple ordinances were introduced through Joseph
Smith. After Smith's death in 1844, Brigham Young
refined the rituals according to Smith's instructions,
administered new ordinances, and suspended others
as the Church and circumstances evolved. In 1894,
the prophet Wilford Woodruff received a revelation
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that would resolve unsettled issues and establish
modern temple worship. Jennifer Mackley's
meticulously researched biographical narrative
chronicles the development of temple doctrine
through the examination of Wilford Woodruff's
personal life. The account unfolds in Woodruff's own
words, drawn from primary sources including
journals, discourses, and letters. It follows
Woodruff's experiences and perspectives on
decisions made by Smith, Young, and John Taylor in
relation to the temple ceremonies and ordinances
during their tenures as leaders of the church. Over
the seventy-one years following Smith's introduction
to Elijah's mission, Woodruff was a witness to and
catalyst in the implementation of temple ordinances
and practices. Through the years he continued the
pattern of seeking revelation in order to clarify rites
and effect changes based on practical experience.
The book explores how Woodruff came to firmly
believe in revelation and the role of prophets but not
expect perfection in either. It conveys the depth of
his sacrifices for his beliefs, the importance he
placed on the redemption of his extended familyboth living and dead-and the impact this level of
focus had on his daily pursuits.
"The Harbinger opens with the appearance of a man
burdened with a message he has received from a
mysterious figure called The Prophet. The Prophet
has given him nine seals, each containing a
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message about America's future ... As the story
unfolds, each revelation becomes a piece in a
greater puzzle -- the ramifications of which will even
alter the course of world history."--Publisher's
website.
A hymnal featuring the greatest hymns of church
history and today.
Introduces young readers to Catholic beliefs as
expressed in the Catechism of the Catholic Church.
One of Christianity Today's 2003 Books of the Year!
We give ourselves to God and then struggle
profoundly with the relationship. We are drawn in
and then want to flee in fear. We move from faith to
doubt, trust to confusion, intimacy to a feeling of
abandonment. Coming to faith is like falling in love. It
can be a head-over-heels rush to the altar or a slow
acceptance that slips into a heartfelt embrace. Either
way, eventually romance crashes headlong into
reality. Often we make things worse either by feeling
guilty about our struggles with doubt or by trying to
dismiss them as unimportant or insignificant. We
may even become resentful that God does not
simply step in to clear up our confusion.When we
find ourselves in any of these predicaments, the only
way out is to face our uncertainties about
God--deliberately and directly.In Embracing the
Mysterious God James Emery White explores these
struggles we all face--struggles of heart, soul, mind
and strength. And struggles to love our neighbors as
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ourselves. Here you will find your tough questions
about God addressed. Better still, you will find the
way to renewed faith.
The Open Access version of this book, available at
www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9781472453983, has
been made available under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivative 4.0
license. Experiences of hearing the voice of God (or
angels, demons, or other spiritual beings) have
generally been understood either as religious
experiences or else as a feature of mental illness.
Some critics of traditional religious faith have
dismissed the visions and voices attributed to biblical
characters and saints as evidence of mental
disorder. However, it is now known that many
ordinary people, with no other evidence of mental
disorder, also hear voices and that these voices not
infrequently include spiritual or religious content.
Psychological and interdisciplinary research has
shed a revealing light on these experiences in recent
years, so that we now know much more about the
phenomenon of "hearing voices" than ever before.
The present work considers biblical, historical, and
scientific accounts of spiritual and mystical
experiences of voice hearing in the Christian
tradition in order to explore how some voices may be
understood theologically as revelatory. It is proposed
that in the incarnation, Christian faith finds both an
understanding of what it is to be fully human (a
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theological anthropology), and God’s perfect selfdisclosure (revelation). Within such an
understanding, revelatory voices represent a key
point of interpersonal encounter between human
beings and God.
This document's purpose is to spell out the Church's
understanding of the nature of revelation--the
process whereby God communicates with human
beings. It touches upon questions about Scripture,
tradition, and the teaching authority of the Church.
The major concern of the document is to proclaim a
Catholic understanding of the Bible as the "word of
God." Key elements include: Trinitarian structure,
roles of apostles and bishops, and biblical reading in
a historical context.
Considered one of Twain's darkest works, The
Mysterious Stranger reveals the somber side of the
literary genius. Twain wrote portions of the novel that
would eventually comprise The Mysterious Stranger
from 1890 to 1910, and the edition published
posthumously in 1916 focuses largely on the tale of
Satan's nephew living in Austria during the Middle
Ages. A serious commentary on moral sense theory
and the destiny of the human race, The Mysterious
Stranger is not only an excellent example of Twain's
range as a writer but also features gorgeous artwork
by the preeminent early twentieth-century illustrator
N.C. Wyeth.
This is the first book of a trilogy. In a nutshell ... Poor Billy
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Green! When he was just turning four, his father tried to throw
him in the trash. He was a smart kid but that just seemed to
create enemies. His mom did everything to protect him. But
this was Detroit, armpit of the wasteland! Catholic school
didn't help much, except the time he got his first kiss from an
atheist nun. Home life was dismal. Was his father capable of
anything but drinking beer and farting? And what was with
that neighbor who made puppets and tried to molest Billy?
Golly! Detroit was sucking the life out of him. At such a young
age. Then adolescence swirled around him. Like water in a
toilet bowl. High school was a B movie. Only without a plot.
So finally he did something about it. Billy ran away ... to
college. Cornell University. That was a good move for sure!
He studied hard, lost his virginity, met the love of his life.
Things were definitely looking up! What could possibly go
wrong?
"Hymns" from William Cowper. English poet and hymnodist
(1731-1800).
The perfect gift! A specially priced, beautifully designed
hardcover edition of The Joy of the Gospel with a foreword by
Robert Barron and an afterword by James Martin, SJ. “The
joy of the gospel fills the hearts and lives of all who encounter
Jesus… In this Exhortation I wish to encourage the Christian
faithful to embark upon a new chapter of evangelization
marked by this joy, while pointing out new paths for the
Church’s journey in years to come.” – Pope Francis This
special edition of Pope Francis's popular message of hope
explores themes that are important for believers in the 21st
century. Examining the many obstacles to faith and what can
be done to overcome those hurdles, he emphasizes the
importance of service to God and all his creation. Advocating
for “the homeless, the addicted, refugees, indigenous
peoples, the elderly who are increasingly isolated and
abandoned,” the Holy Father shows us how to respond to
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poverty and current economic challenges that affect us locally
and globally. Ultimately, Pope Francis demonstrates how to
develop a more personal relationship with Jesus Christ, “to
recognize the traces of God’s Spirit in events great and
small.” Profound in its insight, yet warm and accessible in its
tone, The Joy of the Gospel is a call to action to live a life
motivated by divine love and, in turn, to experience heaven
on earth. Includes a foreword by Robert Barron, author of
Catholicism: A Journey to the Heart of the Faith and James
Martin, SJ, author of Jesus: A Pilgrimage
Most Christians know John Newton as a man who once
captained a slave ship, was dramatically converted to Christ
on the high seas, and later penned one of the greatest hymns
of the faith, “Amazing Grace.” But he also had a huge impact
on his times as an icon of the evangelical movement, as a
great preacher and theologian, and as a seminal influence on
abolitionist William Wilberforce. Newton’s friendship with
Wilberforce is portrayed in the major motion picture Amazing
Grace. Jonathan Aitken’s new biography John Newton
explores all these facets of Newton’s life and character. It is
the first biography to draw on Newton’s unpublished diaries
and correspondence, providing fresh insight into the life of
this complex and memorable Christian. The result is a
fascinating, colorful, and historically significant portrait of John
Newton, a self-described “great sinner” redeemed by a great
Savior through amazing grace. “A new life of John Newton is
a fitting celebration of the bicentennial both of Newton’s
death and of the abolition of the slave trade, Wilberforce’s
triumph in which Newton played a key role. Master biographer
Jonathan Aitken is in fine form, sympathetic, insightful,
scholarly, and vivid, and his book, like its subject, must be
rated spectacular.” J. I. Packer, Board of Governors’
Professor of Theology, Regent College “A riveting historical
account of the life of this notorious eighteenth-century sinner
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who was dramatically saved by God’s grace. This book
should be required reading for any person who loves history,
loves the song, and is serious about following Christ.” The
Honorable Jack Kemp, former Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development; former U.S. Congressman “A rip-roaring
adventure, a passionate romance, and an astonishing journey
of faith all in one. I knew the story well, but this telling made a
deep impression on me.” Os Guinness, author of The Call
“Jonathan Aitken has written such an intimate account of one
of the great saints of God that I can now say I have been
mentored by John Newton!” Joel Hunter, Senior Pastor,
Northland, A Church Distributed, Longwood, Florida
“Jonathan Aitken’s fast-paced, well-researched, and detailed
book shows why Newton was such an important figure. This
is a book to read, ponder, and read again.” Mark Noll,
Francis A. McAnaney Professor of History, University of Notre
Dame “A fresh, insightful, and inspiring account of this great
figure. With that rare skill of a superb biographer, Aitken
brings Newton to life for a new generation of admirers.”
Alister McGrath, Professor of Historical Theology, Oxford
University “In careful and colorful detail, Aitken resurrects this
nearly forgotten giant of the faith and establishes Newton in
his rightful place as one who has altered the course of
western history.” Robert Lupton, President, FCS Urban
Ministries, Atlanta “Skilled biographer that he is, my friend
Jonathan Aitken has brought to life one of eighteenth-century
England’s most influential Christians. The story of amazing
grace both in the life of Newton and in the song that has
become the Christian national anthem.” Chuck Colson,
founder, Prison Fellowship “Only God could take a vile slave
trader and turn him into a useful instrument in abolishing the
slave trade and igniting a gospel revival, the flames of which
are burning still. The story of Newton’s life inspires all who
seek to follow the path of Jesus today.” Timothy George,
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Dean of Beeson Divinity School of Samford University;
Executive Editor, Christianity Today “John Newton not only
wrote one of the greatest hymns of all time—he lived one of
the greatest stories of salvation.” Rodney Stark, Author of
The Rise of Christianity “Even more amazing than Newton’s
life with all its drama and color is the reminder of how
completely revolutionary is God’s agenda to change the
world his own way and through imperfect, broken people.
Newton is just another entry to God’s long resumé of his
amazing grace in changed lives.” James MacDonald, Senior
Pastor, Harvest Bible Chapel, Rolling Meadows, Illinois “An
informed, authoritative biography of the man who played a
critical role in helping William Wilberforce abolish the slave
trade. His life story is absolutely spell-binding. I could not put
the book down.” Armand M. Nicholi Jr., M.D., Professor of
Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School; author of The Question
of God “Jonathan Aitken has written a book that, enriched by
fresh research into unpublished papers, will enhance his
reputation as one of today’s foremost biographers.” Rev. Dr.
Michael Green
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